For more information about pricing and additional product items, please contact your CAM2 Sales Representative.
CAM2® Blue Blood 4-CYCLE Marine Engine Oil FC-W
CAM2® BRAKE PARTS CLEANER - NON-FLAMMABLE is a powerful solvent that quickly removes grease, oil, brake fluid, dirt and other contaminants from the lining, pads and drums, cylinders and springs without disassembling the unit. CAM2® Brake Parts Cleaner - Non-Flammable leaves no residue. Not for sale in California or New Jersey.

CAM2® Blue Blood 2-CYCLE Marine Engine Oil TC-W3
CAM2® BLUE BLOOD 2-CYCLE MARINE ENGINE OIL TC-W3 is an ashless premium choice oil for preventative maintenance in pre-mixed and oil injected 2-cycle engines. The synthetic oil is designed to reduce wear and maximize engine cleanliness, protecting against bearing wear and scuffing, rust and corrosion.

CAM2® 2-CYCLE ENGINE OIL AIR COOLED is a premium two-cycle gasoline engine oil formulated with high quality base oils and premium additives designed to protect your engine from the most demanding of conditions.

CAM2® Magnum Economy 2-Cycle Engine Oil
CAM2® MAGNUM ECONOMY 2-CYCLE ENGINE OIL is a two-cycle gasoline engine oil formulated to protect your engine from the most demanding of conditions. It is designed to protect in low temperatures and severe operating conditions.

CAM2® Premium 2-Cycle Marine Outboard Engine Oil
CAM2® PREMIUM 2-CYCLE MARINE OUTBOARD ENGINE OIL is certified by the National Marine Manufacturer’s Association (NMMA) as an approved NMMA TC-W3 lubricant. Its advanced formula provides the best quality protection in all types of high performance two-cycle engines calling for TC-W3, TC-WII, TC-W, and API TC. Consult your owner’s manual for correct performance recommendation and fuel/oil ration.

CAM2® 4T Premium Outboard SAE 10W-40 FC-W Engine Oil
CAM2® 4T PREMIUM OUTBOARD MARINE ENGINE OIL is a premium outboard engine oil formulated to meet the needs of most 4-stroke outboard marine engines. Developed for the rigors associated with operating in both fresh and saltwater environments, CAM2® 4T Outboard outperforms automotive engine oils commonly employed in marine applications. Field testing has demonstrated acceptable performance in applications requiring use of a NMMA FC-W® engine oil. CAM2® 4T Premium Outboard Marine Engine Oil provides excellent wear and corrosion protection in low to medium horsepower four-stroke engines and are capable of extending both drain intervals and engine life in a properly maintained system.

CAM2® Bar & Chain Oil
CAM2® BAR & CHAIN OIL is a premium ultra performance quality high-tac bar and chain oil formulated to reduce dripping and sling off. This quality product is also formulated with specialized additives to reduce heat, friction and wear to help extend the life of the bar, chain and sprocket.